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U3A ENDEAVOUR

SOUTHERN REGION

NEWSLETTER
Updates and news from Committee Members, Course Leaders and Members

Strategy Meeting 
~ MEMBERSHIP AND RETENTION 

Continued over page . . .. 

On Friday May 21, Sydney U3A held a Strategy Meeting

facilitated by Michael Parkinson (no, not that Michael

Parkinson, another Michael Parkinson). Michael has over

25 years' experience across multiple industries, delivering

a range of communications and strategies for successful

customer engagement.

Michael's background encompasses public relations

consultancy, event management, sales and marketing,

inventory management, purchasing, production

management and planning and consultancy services.

Michael was an excellent facilitator for the meeting and

managed to keep an enthusiastic U3A audience on track

with their and ideas and suggestions. 

Sydney U3A Strategy
Meeting

Ageing Successfully

Line of Duty Review

Get Out and Get
Walking

What's Happening 

And much much more
 

INSIDE THIS EDITION 



The purpose of the meeting was to discuss how

to attract new members as well as how to

retain the members that we currently have.

The meeting was attended by the Board of

Management along with two representatives

from each region. Anna Winter and Cherie

Clover enthusiastically represented the

Endeavour region.

The meeting kicked off by throwing around

ideas, words and sentences that best described

U3A - "who we are and what we stand for".

Following this the group then discussed what

were U3A's Strengths, Weaknesses,

Opportunities and Threats.  This was a lively

discussion with all regions contributing equally

and all the time keeping in mind how to

continue to grow Sydney U3A and make this

great organisation an even better one.

Keith Crowe, Course Book Editor, and Pam

Furney, Website Manager, outlined plans for a

project to improve and integrate the Sydney

U3A website and the on-line booking system,

MyU3A. The project will assess what we need to

provide a modern, easy to use on-line

environment for our members and volunteers,

and then install a desired solution, with

training for all users. 

 

This is forefront of mind for Sydney U3A, but is

a work in progress. The long-term goal is for a

new, improved and user-friendly system.

Strategy Meeting
~ MEMBERSHIP AND RETENTION

Sadly time ran out with lots more to be

discussed. To do justice to the work that was

put into the meeting, all agreed to return to

cover off the results and actions in more detail

in two weeks.

~ Cherie Clover, Secretary

Strategy Meeting, Day 2
Anna Winter and I attended the second Strategy

Planning meeting held at Head Office. The

focus of this second meeting was to discuss

courses. Sydney U3A will be running 587

courses in Semester 2 of 2021.

 

Our discussion at this meeting was on how to

promote our courses, the structure of courses

and how to persuade more U3A members and

individuals within our communities to present

courses on our behalf. The discussion

highlighted the need for a volunteer with media

expertise to devise a media strategy and plan

to support Sydney U3A goals.

 

One outcome of the meeting is the agreement

that we need to implement a survey our

members. A sub-committee was formed at the

meeting to develop a questionnaire, a budget

and options for distribution over the next

month. The sub-committee is aiming to present

it to the Board of Management for approval

and implementation in July. 

Shortly, a draft survey will be distributed to all

regional management committees for input. If

any Endeavour members want to contribute to

the discussion of survey questions, please

contact the course coordinator by email

jsloan@sloan.id.au

~ Jim Sloan, Course Co-ordinator
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SYDNEY'S 19TH CENTURY CITY BUILDINGS
Become acquainted with Sydney's sandstone

government buildings and its many department

stores whose journey began as tiny shops or

just a basket.  Classic architecture and quality

goods were all important to developing this

city.

Leader: Nola Watt

Bookings and enquiries: Cherie Clover

Email: cherie167@hotmail.com

When: The second and fourth Monday of each

month starting from July 12, 2021 

Time: 1.30pm - 3.30pm

Where: Private home at Kirrawee

Maximum: 12 members

Important: A Wait List will apply

Course Update
~ TWO NEW COURSES FOR SEMESTER 2

LANGUAGES, JAPANESE
An introductory course of Japanese language

and culture covering a variety of topics.

Focusing on listening, speaking and reading.

Classwork is interactive and collaborative,

aiming to promote confidence in all skills areas.

Writing is an option available to interested

participants.

Leader and Bookings: Jean Swinyard 

Email: jeanswinyard@gmail.com 

When: Tuesday starting from July 13, 2021

Time: 1.00pm - 3.00pm

Where: Activity Room Cronulla School of Arts 

Maximum: 12 members

Important: A Wait List will apply
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MAY MONTHLY ZOOM TALK
Cockatoo Island 
On Tuesday May 25, Julie Evans from the

Sydney Harbour Trust presented on the history

of this one-time convict penal establishment,

reformatory school and shipbuilding yard. We

heard how the island's convicts were shaped by

harsh living and working conditions, how

vulnerable boys were gathered from the streets

of Sydney and taught trades and how

shipbuilders made Cockatoo Island the major

shipbuilding and dockyard facility for the south

West Pacific in WWII.

Those who attended thoroughly enjoyed

hearing about this piece of Sydney history. 

Monthly Zoom Talks
~ COCKATOO ISLAND AND THE AUSTRALIAN GARDEN HISTORY SOCIETY

JUNE MONTHLY ZOOM TALK
Fabulous at Forty, The Australian Garden
History Society and What Next?

The next Zoom talk will be presented by Stuart

Read Co-Chair of the Australian Garden History

Society. 

A 'secret society that no-one can join'?  What

tosh! The AGHS has always been open to all. We

will take a wide look at garden-making by

various people on this continent over time.

We've done so since 1980: meaning in fact in

2021 we're 41. This year the national

conference is in Sydney, in September. We will

learn more about what Australian garden

history comprises, about this intriguing group

of like-minded people, keen to find out more

about productive and ornamental plant-

growing, through talks, visits, seminars,

working bees, conferences and tours. 

Date: Tuesday, June 29, 2021

Time: 10.30am

Register: jsloan@sloan.id.au

IMPORTANT: If you register to attend, please
check your Junk Mail, in case the link for the

talk from Jim Sloan goes there.

.
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Crime Readers Group
EVERYONE IS WELCOME



Develop mental activities and social

networks

Learn a new language or play a musical

instrument

Join Mens’ sheds, “Stitch and Bitch” and U3A

and Probus

Become a volunteer

Go to concerts, theatre and galleries

Get married - men live longer if living with a

wife rather than alone (and the risk of

Alzheimer’s disease is decreased).

BE MENTALLY AND SOCIALLY ACTIVE

Ageing Successfully 
~ PART 1,  PROFESSOR SUSAN KURRLE

5 MINUTES WITH HEATHER LEE
92-year-old Heather Lee took the 2019

Australian Masters Games by storm, setting a

new race walk world record of 24 minutes 52.25

seconds over 3,000 metres.

Competing in the 90-94 age group, Heather

now holds a host of Australian and world

records, despite having only taken up the sport

five weeks before her 85th birthday.

You can read the whole story on this link
https://nationalseniors.com.au/members/our-

generation/summer-2019/5-minutes-with-

heather-lee
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MIDDLE EASTERN DANCING
Do you like to dance? Are you looking for

something different? Then this might be the class

for you.

The oldest dance form for women explored and

expressed to traditional and western music.

This is a fusion of many dance styles - tailored

to fit older bodies. A great way to keep fit and

have fun. If you can walk you can dance.

_________________________________________________

MUSIC FOR PLEASURE 
The title says it all. Everyone loves music of some

kind.

Have you considered joining a new class?
~ WHAT ABOUT MIDDLE EASTERN DANCING OR MUSIC FOR PLEASURE 

There is plenty of room for social distancing

and new members are always welcome.

Our new participants are really enjoying

themselves and love putting on a full skirt and

hip belt - and love the music. We all just have

fun.

Leader: Faye Green

Email: shalinabd@bigpond.com

Bookings and Enquiries: Wendy Lobwein

Email: wendy.rae.lob@hotmail.com

________________________________________________
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If this sounds like you, then consider this
class. They have plenty of space available.
Contact: Chris Jenkins for details.



By necessity COVID-19 has brought about a few

changes to this group as cinemas were closed

and patrons reluctant to venture into the

premises. One way of responding to the new

set of circumstances was by including a

segment from the small screen. This could be

films shown on SBS on Demand, iView or one of

the many Pay TV options now available. Our

sessions now include a recommendation and

short rundown by all, as part of the format. 

A sample of this innovation is given below. This

time, a six season series, Line of Duty.

Discerning viewers may be aware.

Streaming : on NETFLIX
LINE OF DUTY

Line of Duty Review
~ ANITA SPINKS, FILM APPRECIATION AND DISCUSSION GROUP

It looks as if I may have come late to the party

with regard to this wonderful Brit series which

has been showing in its entirety via Netflix.

With its inception in 2012 and last series filmed

in 2019, I had a lot to catch up on. 

Briefly, the series is centred on the activities of

the anti police corruption squad known as AC-

12 and focuses on its leads, Stephen Arnott

(played by Martin Compton) and Kate Fleming

(played by Vicky McClure). Ted Hastings, their

superior is played by Irish actor Adrian Dunbar. 

With unswerving diligence and dedication to

task, this crew is able to weed out the bent

coppers by the end of each season in a way

that’s extremely satisfying for the viewer at

home. Each episode is ‘edge of your seat’

exciting. 

Have I whetted your appetite? See for yourself.
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"I guarantee

you’ll be hooked

by the end of

Episode 1."
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Did you know that Endeavour has four walking

groups?  This can only mean one thing. That

Endeavour members are a healthy bunch of

people.

These groups are very popular, so you will need

to check with the leaders and secretaries
first for availability, as some groups have a

wait list.

Please refer to Semester 2 Course Book for the

full description and details of each walking

group. 

Get Out and Get Walking 
~ WALKING IN SYDNEY AND SURROUNDS 

Walking in Sydney and Surrounds 
Below are some pictures of a recent Autumn

walk from Bondi Junction to Central through

Centennial Park. 

The walk was led by Toni and Graham Lee and

was thoroughly enjoyed by all. 

Leader and Co-Ordinators: Teresa and John

Lamberton

Email: teresalamberton@hotmail.com

Mobile: Teresa 0414 425 353 - TEXT ONLY 
Mobile: John 0419 249 711 - TEXT ONLY

"COVID mask requirements on the train gave a

different look to our circle!"

mailto:teresalamberton@hotmail.com


When the entertainment centre was planned to

be rebuilt, the council needed storage space so

the Sutherland Shire Museum had to move out.

They have just been given premises at Sylvania

and they are moving in with loads of

memorabilia and artefacts. A mammoth task.

They want more members and us ShireSketchers

want more historical information and locations

for our “Sutherland History sketch books”.  20

of us ShireSketchers had a wonderful day as

they provided a sausage sizzle while we

sketched old washing machines, a pram, a hay

cutter and even Thomas Holt's organ and a cart

or buggy and more. Seven of us joined their

Sutherland Historical Association. 

Our Loftus TAFE classes are underway now. Our

members are honing their Pinterest skills as

they display their sketches on line.  We are just

loving our new Waratah room at Tradies,

Gymea.

ShireSketchers
~ PEGGY ANNABEL
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THANK YOU
Thank you to Carolyn Davis for the beautiful

picture on the cover.  The picture was taken at

sunrise on Kurnell beach.

_________________________________________________

WANTED
There are a few positions vacant on the

Endeavour committee.  If you would like to be

part of the committee and are interested in any

of the roles, email cherie167@hotmail.com for

further details.

_________________________________________________

FUN FACT
Did you know that the average age of

when people join Sydney U3A is 67 and

the average age of a member is 72.
_________________________________________________

What's Happening
COMMITTEE NEWS

Andrea Ward        Frances Lee 

Joy Morgan           Lyn Plavecky 

Jan Wernej            Graeme Smith 

Lyn Ison

SYDNEY U3A
Central Office Stay Connected Newsletter 
The latest newsletter came out on Wednesday,

May 19, 2021. Please take the time to read, as

there are lots of great stories and news for

members. 

_________________________________________________

SEMESTER 2 COURSE BOOK
~ Jim Sloan, Course Co-ordinator
Our second 2021 Course Book (Semester Two

July-Dec 2021) has gone to the printers. It has

44 courses in the Endeavour region. It will be

distributed to members and available on our

website by the June 18.

If you have elected to receive the Course Book

electronically, you will receive notification on

June 18.  Printed copies will be mailed out on
June 16. 
Watch for delivery either by post or in your

inbox (check your Junk Mail).  Whichever way

you have selected to receive the Course Book. 

_________________________________________________

WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS

________________________________________________

NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTIONS
If you have a poem, a short story or even

pictures from a recent trip in our great country

that you would like to share, please email

cherie167@hotmail.com

All stories are welcomed!

________________________________________________

ENDEAVOUR FACEBOOK
Sydney U3A Endeavour Southern Region 

www.facebook.com/groups/U3AEndeavourSout

hernRegion/
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